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C. The Right to Privacy and Other Fundamental Rights Blocking a Fetal 
Heartbeat Bill in Iowa 
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A. Georgia Courts Must Observe Its Right to Privacy Deference to 
Evaluate the State Constitutionality of the LIFE Act because it Has 
Continually Afforded Right to Privacy Deference to Intimate Matters that 
are Akin to Abortion. 
1. Georgia Courts Routinely Apply the Right to Privacy to Intimate Life 
Matters and Therefore the LIFE Act Must Receive the Same Right to 
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2. Georgia Courts Routinely Apply the Right to Privacy to Medical 
Records and Therefore the LIFE Act Must Receive the Same Right to 
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3. Georgia Courts Routinely Apply the Right to Privacy to Family Life 
Matters and Therefore the LIFE Act Must Receive the Same Right to 
Privacy Treatment Because the LIFE Act Implicates Family Life and 
Decision-Making. 
???????? ??????? ????????????? ?????? ???? ?????? ??? ???????? ??? ????????
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B. Georgia Courts Should Evaluate the LIFE Act with its Own Right to 
Privacy Deference Because Iowa, a State That Has Like Deference to the 
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